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CLEAN WATER HEROES
Mercedes-Benz Stadium
PROCTOR CREEK

Premiere Event Facility Serves as Model for Water, Energy Efficiency
and Stormwater Management
INTRODUCTION:
At a press conference prior to the opening of Mercedes-Benz Stadium, Atlanta
Falcons owner, Arthur Blank, retold the story of his request that the two-million
square-foot facility be LEED-certified platinum—an eco-friendly status never
achieved before by a sporting facility. That request, he said, was met with
silence. “Now, sometimes silence, in a legal sense, can be construed as assent,”
Blank told the gathered press. “In management, though, it could mean you’ve
gone out of your mind.” Crazy or not, Blank was serious. In the end, the U.S.
Green Building Council did bestow upon the building platinum status under the
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design criteria. Today, the 30-story
structure is a model of energy and water efficiency. And rather than contributing
to stormwater and flooding problems in the adjacent Vine City neighborhood, the
facility’s rain catchment systems actually improved conditions in Proctor Creek,
the much-maligned urban stream that drains the property and much of west
Atlanta.
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THE WATER BODY:
Proctor Creek runs some 10 miles from downtown Atlanta through the
neighborhoods of west Atlanta to the Chattahoochee River near I-285. In the
late 1800s and early 1900s before the advent of modern-day sewage treatment
facilities, Atlanta’s sewer lines emptied directly into the creek. Even after
Atlanta built its first treatment plant, pollution plagued the creek as the city’s
combined stormwater and sewer system regularly overflowed during rain events,
sending untreated sewage into the creek and flooding the property of in-town
residents. A 2002 flash flood submerged portions of Vine City in six feet of water,
leading residents to file lawsuits against the city and ultimately the relocation
of numerous residents. Today, the creek and surrounding land are
undergoing a revitalization as the City of Atlanta works to stop chronic
flooding by developing public parks with stormwater retention features.
Plans also call for a recreational path running the length of the creek,
and resident-led community initiatives have focused on cleaning up the
creek.

THE CLEAN:
With knowledge of Proctor Creek’s troubles, Mercedes-Benz Stadium’s
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leadership team came into the construction process with a goal of mitigating its impact on the urban stream.
“You couldn’t build a big building and ignore that (Proctor Creek) and be true to your word about being a good
neighbor,” said Scott Jenkins, Mercedes-Benz Stadium general manager. “The stormwater program and the rainwater
capture made even more sense for us because it had a positive impact on our neighbors in the west side.”
To control stormwater runoff, designers included massive rainwater cisterns beneath the building that hold a combined
two million gallons of water. Rather than rushing off the site to overwhelm the city’s storm drain system, the water is
collected, used to irrigate landscape and to operate the stadium’s mechanical systems. Water not used is released slowly
to the Proctor Creek watershed. During a 100-year storm, the cisterns could potentially collect 80 percent of the water
that falls on the site. Additionally, designers incorporated bioswales into stadium landscaping that allow rainwater to
soak into the ground rather than flowing into the storm drain system.
Together, these systems allow the site to function, to a large degree, as if the property was undeveloped greenspace.
They were also key to achieving LEED-certified platinum status.
The investments in sustainability did not stop with stormwater. Inside the stadium, visitors find waterless urinals and
low-flow plumbing fixtures. The stadium uses 47 percent less water than other facilities based on U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency standards.
Atop the stadium’s parking decks and at other strategic locations on the campus are some 4,000 solar panels that
provide clean energy, approximately 1.6 million kilowatt hour per year—enough to power nine Atlanta Falcons games or
13 Atlanta United matches. And, some 82,500 square feet of LED lighting help reduce energy usage by 60 percent.
When 70,000 fans arrive for a sporting event, sustainability efforts continue. Stadium managers have worked with
suppliers to ensure that nearly all food packaging (including plates, cups and cutlery) is fully compostable, enabling it
to turn its waste over to private contractors who convert it to soil amendments. Bottles and cans are collected and
recycled as well.
And, when those fans leave, stadium cleanup is completed entirely with
ionized water, eliminating the need for bleaches, ammonias and other
harsh chemicals.
Two years into service, Mercedes-Benz Stadium has become a model of
sustainability, and visitors from around the country and the globe come to
visit and learn from the stadium’s sustainability programs.
“It was clear we were going to deliver a building that was pretty
spectacular in a lot of ways,” said Jenkins, recalling those first meetings
when Blank’s vision was met with silence. “And, we
weren’t going to put the environment to the side.”
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Top: Opened in 2017, Mercedes-Benz Stadium is the
first professional sports stadium in the country to
achieve LEED platinum status. Above: Sustainability
efforts at Mercedes-Benz Stadium are both above
and below ground. Solar panels on campus generate
electricity to power the facility and beneath the
stadium are rainwater cisterns that can hold up to
two million gallons of stormwater.

